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3. Authority for Placement

3.1 Authority for Placement

The Authority for Placement is an eligibility requirement for Foster Care. Authority for Placement is 
the legal basis for which a child is residing in a foster care placement. To qualify for benefits under 
AFDC-FC, the child in placement must be either:

• Declared a Dependent child of the court under Welfare & Institutions Code 300, or

• Declared a Ward of the court under Welfare & Institutions Code section 600, or

• Put into placement as a result of a Voluntary Placement Agreement between the parent and 
DFCS, or

• Be living with a non-related Legal Guardian (temporary or permanent guardianship).

• Relinquished for adoption, or a petition to terminate parental rights has been granted.

A foster care application must be submitted in order for the child’s eligibility to be determined. The 
person/agency responsible for submitting the application varies depending upon the placement 
authority. The following chapter gives a general overview of the Department of Family and Children 
Services (DFCS), Juvenile Probation Department (JPD), and the Voluntary Placement processes.

3.2 DFCS Process

The following information contains a general work flow of the DFCS initiated process for determining 
the authority for placement of a potential dependent of the court.
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3.2.1 Social Worker Steps

Field Investigation

A Social Worker (SW) responds to an allegation(s) of child abuse or neglect and makes an 
assessment of risk to the child. If the investigation determines the parent/guardian is unable to care 
for and protect the child, removal from the home may be necessary. The child is subsequently 
removed from the custody of the parent/guardian and placed into Foster Care (FC).

Petition Filed

In California, the filing of a petition starts the juvenile court proceedings.The initial petition filed on 
behalf of a child is referred to as a 300 Petition and is a legal document that is required to begin court 
proceedings to intervene in the parent/child relationship, establishing the child as a court dependent. 
The petition states the reasons why dependency and removal from the home is being requested.
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When a child is taken into temporary custody, the referral that is created is termed a “in-custody” 
referral. If a petition is filed on behalf of a child who is not removed from the care of his/her parents, it 
is referred to as an out-of-custody referral. 

An Initial Hearing is held so that the court can determine whether the facts/evidence warranting 
removal have been established. If the court determines removal is appropriate, the matter is 
continued to the Jurisdictional/Dispositional Hearing. 

Jurisdictional/Dispositional Hearing

The Jurisdictional/Dispositional Hearing is a bifurcated hearing; meaning that it is one hearing 
divided into two parts, jurisdiction and disposition. It is during the jurisdictional part of the hearing that 
the allegations in the petition are addressed. If the petition is found to be true, the Court has a legal 
basis for taking jurisdiction over the child to protect the child’s well-being.

The Disposition is normally one part of the Jurisdictional/Dispositional Hearing. However, there are 
some circumstances in which the Jurisdiction Hearing and the Disposition Hearing are heard at 
separate times. Disposition is the stage of the juvenile court process at which the court determines if 
the child should be made a dependent of the Court and, if so, who shall have custody and control 
over the child. In order to make a child a dependent or ward of the court, the facts must be proven. 

The Court also makes orders concerning the child’s placement, services to the family and contacts 
between the child and family members. Following the Dispositional Hearing reviews are periodically 
conducted, as determined by the court, which occur no less than once every six months.

Status Review Hearing

The Status Review Hearing occurs no less than six months from the date of the original dispositional 
hearing. The purpose of this hearing is to update the status of every child under court supervision 
and not removed from the physical custody of his/her parent(s) and the status of every dependent 
child in foster care. 

At each Status Review Hearing, the SW submits a Status Review Report to the court to discuss the 
child’s current status and the parent(s) progress. Recommendations are made by the SW to the 
court regarding services, placement of the child, and whether ongoing court supervision is needed. A 
completed “Foster Child’s Data Record and AFDC-FC Certification” (SOC 158A) must be submitted 
to the FC Eligibility Worker (EW) at:

• Approval
• Change of placement type
• Foster Care yearly review

Status Review hearings occur once every six months, as calculated from the date of the original 
dispositional hearing date. Review Hearings continue until the case is dismissed however, 
depending upon the circumstances, a Status Review Hearing will be set as a Permanency Planning 
Hearing.
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Permanency Planning Hearing

The Permanency Planning Hearing (PPH) is generally held no later than 12 months after the date 
the child entered foster care. The PPH is the second Status Review Hearing. During this hearing the 
court determines the permanent plan for the child, which includes a determination of whether the 
child will be returned home. This hearing may occur at the 6, 12, or 18 month review.

The following steps provides a brief general overview of the SW process:

STEP ACTION

1. SW investigates referral.

2. If allegations warrant removal, then out-of-home placement occurs.

3. Petition is filed with Juvenile Court and a hearing is scheduled to review and issue, if warranted, a 
detention order.

4. Jurisdictional/Dispositional Hearing

• SW presents facts to the Court.

If the Court determines that 
the petition is...

Then the...

Not warranted, Request for dependency and placement 
are dismissed and the child is returned 
home.

Valid, Child becomes a dependent and 
placement options are determined.

5. Six Month Review (Status Review Hearing)

• SW updates the Court on the family progress and reviews the need to keep the child out of 
home.

3.2.2 DFCS Petitions

The following section contains information regarding the types of DFCS petitions to consider when 
attempting to establish the petition date for AFDC linkage. The chart listed below includes original, 
amended, supplemental, modification, subsequent and supplemental petitions.

Note: 

The Chart below addresses petitions, not court orders.
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If the filed petition 
is... Filed Under And the situation is...

Then the petition 
date to use to 
determine 
linkage is...

Original WIC 300 Child removed from the home of a parent 
or legal guardian without an open petition,

Original

Amended Additional facts added to a new petition 
after the detention hearing but before the 
jurisdiction hearing.

Original

Supplemental 
(to original)

Section 387 Open dependency. The child was 
returned home on a family maintenance 
plan, was not in a foster care placement, 
but plan was ineffective and the child 
removed.

Supplemental

Section 387 Open dependency. Child was removed 
from one parent and placed with second 
parent, not in foster care placement. Child 
was not removed from second parent.

Supplemental

Section 387 Child removed from Legal Guardian and 
original dependency reinstated.

Original

Section 387 If child was a dependent and is now 
removed from a Legal Guardianship and 
original dependency is reinstated.

Original.

Subsequent/ 
Supplemental

Section 342/387 Open dependency exists. Removal from 
parent due to new allegations filed*.

Subsequent/ 
Supplemental

*In rare instances, a 342/387 petition could be filed against a legal guardian due to new allegations filed.

Other Petitions

The following table illustrates other types of petitions that the FC EW might see. This information is 
included for informational purposes only. The FC EW will not use these petition dates to 
determine whether there is AFDC linkage:
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If the filed petition 
is... Filed under And the situation is... Then

Subsequent Section 342 Open dependency exists. New 
allegations filed but SW not removing 
child from parent.

No FC EW action is 
required.

Section 342 Open dependency exists. Child in 
placement never returned home. New 
allegations filed.

Supplemental Section 387 Child moved to a more restricted level of 
care such as from FFA to Group Home.

Modification Section 388 Open dependency exists. Changes to 
previous court order such as new 
permanent plan, visitation, reinstatement 
of family reunification services, etc.

3.3 Juvenile Probation Department (JPD)

3.3.1 JPD Process

Juvenile Probation Departments (JPD) may use a foster or group home as a sentencing option for 
minors who have committed a crime that is serious enough to handle formally but does not warrant a 
more restrictive placement in a juvenile detention facility. The reasons for placement are often 
related to family conditions similar to those found in families served by the child welfare system. 

Youths must be declared a “ward” of the court pursuant to Welfare & Institutions Code (WIC) 602 
before JPD becomes involved in placing the youth. When the judge makes a minor a “ward of the 
court” it means that the court is taking over primary responsibility for control and treatment of the 
minor. Placement services are required for youths whom the courts have ordered to be removed 
from their home and suitably placed in either group homes, or in relative or non-relative care.
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3.3.2 Overview

Children who have committed criminal acts are brought into the delinquency division of the Juvenile 
Court. Almost all cases begin with the arrest by a police officer. If further action is desirable a report 
is submitted to the prosecuting attorney requesting that a petition be filed with the juvenile court. The 
Juvenile Probation Department or the District Attorney decides whether to file a petition, thereby 
alleging that a crime has been committed. If the prosecutor feels there is sufficient evidence, a 
petition is filed with the court.

Petition

The petition is the formal document that sets forth the specific act with which the juvenile is charged. 
Unless such a petition is filed, the juvenile may not be brought before the court, except to be 
released from detention.

Detention Hearing (for minors in custody)

If a minor is arrested and held in custody, the detention hearing is the first court hearing the minor will 
attend. Even if released on “home supervision” the minor is considered to be in custody and entitled 
to a detention hearing. At the Detention Hearing, the decision is made whether to release or detain 
the minor. The minor has Legal Counsel but there is no jury. The child is released unless there is a 
finding that a crime was committed by the child. If the child is detained, a Dispositional Hearing will 
be scheduled. 

Arraignment Hearing (for minors out of custody)

If the minor is not in custody and there is no “detention issue” then the first court hearing is known as 
the arraignment. The judge will inform the minor of the charges and their rights and the minor will 
enter a plea to the allegations.

Fitness Hearing (in cases of 707(b) offenses)

In most cases, when a minor is accused of committing a crime in California the minor is adjudicated 
within the juvenile delinquency system. In serious cases, the law allows, and sometimes requires, 
that the minor be tried as an adult. If the prosecutor wants to charge a minor as an adult, the decision 
to allow the minor in juvenile court belongs to the Judge. The Fitness Hearing is held to determine if 
the youth’s case will remain in juvenile delinquency court or be transferred to adult court.
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Jurisdiction/Adjudication (Trial Hearing)

In California juvenile delinquency court, a minor’s trial is called an adjudication hearing. Adjudication 
hearings are sometimes referred to as “Jurisdiction” hearings. The Jurisdictional Hearing is held 
within 15 court days after the Detention hearing if the minor remains at Juvenile Hall; or within 30 
calendar days after the arrest, if the juvenile is not detained unless extended by the Court. 

At this hearing the judge decides whether or not the minor violated a law. If the judge decides that 
the minor violated a law, the judge finds the allegations to be true and “sustains the petition” filed by 
the prosecutor. If the Judge agrees with the charges the Dispositional Hearing is set to determine 
sentencing.

Disposition Hearing (Sentencing Hearing)

When a judge sustains the petition against a minor (the minor is convicted of a crime), the minor is 
“sentenced” at a disposition hearing. Some of the disposition (sentencing) options open to the judge 
are:

• “home on probation”
• custody at a youth facility or camp (The Ranch)
• temporary or permanent placement in a foster home or
• commitment to the California Youth Authority (now know as Division of Juvenile Justice).

At the Dispositional Hearing, the Probation Office (PO) recommends and the court decides whether 
the child should be released to the custody of his/her parent(s), placed in a Probation Department 
program, or placed in out-of-home foster care.

Placement Documentation

When a child is placed in the appropriate facility, the PO completes the necessary forms regarding 
the placement. The PO prepares in-house documentation along with all necessary forms and the 
requested documentation is forwarded to the Justice System Clerk (JSC).

The JSC sends the completed packet, which includes the same set of documents as DFCS with the 
exception of the court documents (which are different), to the Foster Care Bureau. 

STEP ACTION

1. Minor commits a crime.

• Minor can either remain in the family home or
• be removed from their family home and made a ward of the court under the supervision of a 

probation officer.
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3.3.3 JPD Petitions

The following section contains information about the types of JPD petitions to consider when trying to 
establish AFDC linkage using the JPD petition date: original, amended, subsequent, supplemental, 
and probation violation.

Note: 

The chart below describes the JPD petition types for the FC EW to consider when trying to 
establish AFDC linkage:

2. Police Officer/Sheriff can 

• warn minor or cite and release minor, or
• detain or arrest minor which results in transporting the minor to juvenile hall.

3. JPD can

• make recommendations whether juvenile should be adjudicated in juvenile court or tried as an 
adult.

• recommend placement options- home, foster care, county incarceration, or Youth Authority to 
juvenile court judges.

• supervise juveniles in the community and in juvenile hall, ranches, and camps.

4. JSC completes packets upon receipt from PO and forwards to FC Bureau for processing.

If the filed petition 
is... And the situation is...

Then the petition date 
to use to determine 
linkage is...

Original Child removed from parent without an open petition, Original

Child is not removed from the home. Child remains with the 
parent and is removed at a later date without a petition being 
filed,

Original

Amended Additional facts added to original petition, Original

Subsequent Child remains a Ward and is detained in parent’s home. Child 
commits new offenses and is removed,

Subsequent

Supplemental Child remains a Ward and is detained in parent’s home. Child 
commits new offenses and is removed,

Supplemental

Child remains a Ward and is in placement. Child runs away and 
Bench Warrant issued,

Original

STEP ACTION
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3.4 Voluntary Placement

3.4.1 Voluntary Placement Overview

A “Voluntary Placement” is another “authority” for Foster Care. It is an out-of-home placement of the 
child by our agency when the parents or guardians have requested assistance and have signed a 
voluntary placement agreement. Voluntary placements have no court dependency. These 
placements are limited to 180 days for the federal AFDC-FC Voluntary Placement program and six 
months for the state AFDC-FC program.

Voluntary Placement is considered an authority for FC, therefore undocumented children, who are 
voluntarily placed, are eligible provided that all other eligibility requirements have been met. These 
youth are eligible for a state funded Foster Care payment.

Probation Violation Child remains a Ward and detained in parent’s home. A petition 
is filed based on new facts and child removed,

Probation Violation

Child remains a Ward. Child is in placement and violates a court 
order,

No action by the FC EW 
is required.

If the filed petition 
is... And the situation is...

Then the petition date 
to use to determine 
linkage is...
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3.4.2 Types of Voluntary Placements

Intervention

• The family situation is in a crisis state such that it is considered to be in the best interest of the 
youth AND the parents to have a separation.

• “Status offender” youth(s) are often placed in Bill Wilson in a 30 day program that includes 
individual as well as family counseling. This is an attempt to keep the youth from becoming a 
delinquent. The parents complete the application process on the youth’s behalf, and the District 
Attorney will pursue the parents for reimbursement through child support.

• Sometimes the parent(s) situation is unstable, due to illness, incarceration, substance abuse, etc. 
In order for the child to have a stable environment, the youth is placed in Foster Care. The plan is 
to reunify in the future.
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Hospitalization/Treatment

The youth requires hospitalization or treatment that far exceeds the ability of the parents to provide it. 
These placements can begin as voluntaries and may, after 6 months, change to dependent status.

3.4.3 Relinquishment/Termination of Parental Rights

Relinquishment or termination of parental rights is another basis for foster care placement.

• “Relinquishment” means that a youth has legally been given up for adoption by one or both 
parents to a licensed adoption agency.

• “Termination of parental rights” is when the court has granted termination of parental rights due to 
abuse or neglect, or because the parent(s) is unable to care for the child. The child is then “freed” 
for adoption.

“Termination of parental rights” or “Freed Child” are interchangeable terms used to refer to both 
situations.

3.4.4 Voluntary Placement Agreement (Federal and State AFDC-FC)

Voluntary Placement Agreement (SOC 155)

The following voluntary placement agreement requirements must be verified by the FC EW prior to 
approval of or continuance of AFDC-FC benefits:

• The SOC 155 must be signed by both the parent(s)/legal guardian and the county representative 
(usually the Social Worker).

• Verify the date on which the SOC 155 was signed in order to insure the Foster Care payment is 
not made more than 180 days for federal AFDC-FC or six (6) months for State AFDC-FC.

AFDC-FC Payments

Foster Care payment begins on the date all AFDC-FC requirements are met. This includes the home 
approval which can be assessed based on WIC 361.4 or Resource Family Approval. 

FEDERAL FOSTER CARE: If the child(ren) is not returned home within 180 days of the child’s 
placement, then child must be either a dependent of the court or a finding must be made by the court 
to continue funding.

STATE FOSTER CARE: If the child(ren) is not returned home with six (6) months of the child’s 
placement, then the child must be a dependent of the court in order to continue funding.
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3.5 Probate Court and Legal Guardianship

3.5.1 Legal Guardian 

Legal guardianship is obtained when a child is living with someone other than his/her parent. The 
guardian petitions Probate Court for guardianship, and the court decides whether to appoint him/her 
as a legal guardian.

Guardianship is only valid in the state in which the guardianship was granted. If the Legal Guardian 
moves out of the state in which guardianship was granted, then guardianship must be obtained in the 
new state.

3.5.2 DFCS Involvement

Probate guardianship is a non-DFCS court involved case. DFCS classifies these cases as 
Permanency Planning (PP) cases and/or services only guardianship cases. A Social Worker is 
assigned to manage these cases, and is required to contact the child every six months. 

Note: 

Legal Guardians are not eligible for Special Care Increments (SCI).

3.5.3 Dependency/Ward Order

A DFCS/JPD dependency/ward order always takes precedence over a legal guardianship order. If 
the dependency order is still in effect, Federal Foster Care may be issued to a related or non-related 
legal guardian for an otherwise eligible child.

Note: 

A related legal guardian without DFCS/JPD dependency will be referred to CalWORKs.

3.5.4 Payments

Legal guardian cases are paid the basic Foster Care rate. FC EWs may authorize an annual clothing 
allowance and the $100 state clothing allowance for the child.
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3.6 Safely Surrendered Baby

3.6.1 Overview

The State of California has enacted a law intended to provide for the Health and Safety of unwanted 
newborn children. The Safely Surrendered Babies Law, formerly known as the Safe Arms for 
Newborns Law, allows for a mother or any adult to bring an unwanted baby three days old or 
younger to a hospital or fire station without prosecution for child abandonment.

The purpose of this program is to ensure that health facilities that accept surrendered newborns are 
reimbursed for providing health care services until the baby is returned to a responsible 
relative/caretaker or is established in the Foster Care program.
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3.6.2 Social Worker (SW) Process

 

3.6.3 Eligibility

This law applies to children under 72-hours old, who are voluntarily surrendered at a public or private 
hospital. Medi-Cal (MC) eligibility will begin on the date physical custody is surrendered and ends on 
the last date of the month following the month in which the child was voluntarily surrendered.

Example:

Child surrendered April 15th, child is eligible April 15th through May 31st.
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Exception:Exception:

Eligibility may extend into the third month, based on the surrendered date of the child. If the 
child is surrendered on the last day of the month, there may be a need for the third month of 
coverage.

Under no circumstances will coverage under this category extend past the end of the third 
month.

The FC EW is responsible for processing the Surrendered Baby application for MC. Follow current 
county computer system for MC only new application procedures.

[Refer to “Safely Surrendered Baby Law Program,” page 34-47] for processing guidelines.]
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